
   

INSPIRED BY ORNETTE QUARTET? (Hell Yeah!) 
 

Heaven all right: Bass Hall, UT Austin,   
packed, with curious, admirers.   

Leader man is 80, seeming frail   
traversing to and from the stage but   

remarkable when playing,  
strong and still come unanticipated tones. 

 
Ornette Coleman played 2 solid hours,       

really played ensemble, 
not like frontmen floating airily above       

the rest of working band.   
Al MacDowell electric bass (or was it custom strung guitar?)  

Tony Falanga upright bass, Denardo Coleman drums  
Quartet played a dense maturity  

almost like his greatest all time, Prime Time hits   
except that sidemen, quoting from the Coleman ouevre,   

vaguely recollected lines supporting that familiar,  
while Ornette remained HIMSELF in front, picking,     

choosing which for star-like, saxophone, or violin, or trumpet  
playing in the moment. 

 
Fine musician friends of mine gifted me this ticket to the stars.   

Bought online what blurb described as “best available” 
Section O2, row V, seat 113 randomly assigned.  

In real time this positioned me on direct acoustic sightline with   
the upright bassist set up slightly left of center stage.  

My friends were in row 2, extra seats they add upfront  
when lacking orchestra in pit. 

They could see all players’ faces, instruments & gestures perfectly,  
but PA output sound directed past their heads.  

Many empty seats between us made me wonder why 
computer didn’t seat me closer. One would think its algorithm  
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would assume that nearer to a stage is better.  
Now I know assignment was acoustic  

and provided  advantageous point of reference      
to augment my other purpose.  

 
I arranged to call a cash-poor friend on mobile phone  

at mid-point  of Ornette’s appearance he profoundly wished to hear.  
Cellularly we were all connected most of 2nd hour  

of the quartet set when unexpectedly a fifth—Mari Okubo voice,  
whose words went garbled by a mic mix barely calibrated  

for ensemble sound—did one unisoning vocal piece  
with Ornette Coleman’s horn. 

Remotely, hearer couldn't know in moment,  
how that singer’s shiny earrings and long necklace  

intercepted LED white spotlight   
sending dazzling laser flashes everywhere   

in pitch black hall, tacit shooting stars.   
Was this deliberate? sound transmuting into music of transmitting light? 

Or mere coincidence arising to alert 
 unwary to amazing levels microtone vibrations using  

ears and eyes in concert to contain, 
 direct, reflect, and penetrate a brain. 

 
And soul. Inspired by. Phone held close to heart  

to wonder of my pulse with heartbeat of ensemble sound   
being heard to throughput electricity of all of us together spirit.  

Boys upfront reported from their band pit sightline that  
the turquoise suit I wore—studded with metallic quarternote— 

distinguished me from drab-clothed crowd of rapt attendants.   
This was deliberate. My intended gesture of respect  

toward Ornette Coleman’s masterful ideas       
light      color      concert      music      heaven. 
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AGAIN FROM THE TOP  
 

Listen. Scott LaFaro’s bass, Bill Evans’ hands, Paul Motian’s pulse 
recording of last hit: two-week engagement June 1961 

Can connection be so visceral, harmonious? 
Days later Scott’s car 

lost control and hit a tree and smashed the bass;  
LaFaro died on impact, a devastating loss 

that silenced his surviving bandmate . . . 
 

but mine, in autumn 1980, was not such an ordinary car crash. 
 

Driving back from reading poem with bassist I had such a crush on . . . 
I had borrowed someone’s car 

or should I call it wreck about to happen? 
Heading toward the gig late summer Sunday 

engine burst in flames 
 Driving, I was stupefied and helpless 

  he knew what to do 
   something coolant 

     spraying on hot engine 
        tow truck belt right size 

we were fine, like jazz cats do 
on time to hit      just barely 

 
We did my poem “Charles Mingus Slipped Backstage” 

      (backstage the place musician spirits  
      wait before they reappear to wail) 

more I don’t recall, state altered as I was by  
dream: time in the moment, coming true 

 
$60,000 contrabass sat easily in big old Buick with bald tires 

driving south from North Shore, Mass      
Salem back to Cambridge, 
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it began to rain, coat road 
I93 to Storrow Drive—interchange that never sleeps— 

steely S turn     started skidding     spun out     smashed one side    
crossed 3 lanes to other curb 

bounced again and came to rest 
broadside to rushing traffic 

 
Miracles: no other vehicle involved; 

none hit us nor each other while the totalled heap decayed; 
behind us, watching crash unfold, off duty state patrolman in a van 

aided by directing traffic ’til  the right authorities arrived; 
jazz fan in fact, he drove the unscathed bass and bassist home 

leaving girl behind to ride with wreck  
to tow lot pondering that repercussions thing. 

 
      I marvel at how easily 

      the bassist charms the rest— 
      moves one notion 

      to the next 
      perfect in the moment 

      all support, all timing 
 

Odd: said incident had caused no damage 
lack of injury–according to authorities–meant it never happened. 

 
Fast forward then two dozen years–big changes: 

my bassist is still playing somewhere near Seattle,  
he has raised a son; 

that wicked Storrow S curve gone, less perilous  
bridge Big Dig installed. 

Somehow I happen to discover Live at the Village Vanguard June ’61 
 

      Enter Rocco Scott LaFaro, bassist from backstage ... 
      Last hit: two-week engagement 
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      Can connection be more audible, more obvious? 
      A few days later car lost control and hit a tree and smashed the bass 

      two players died as wreck caught fire; 
      a potent, stupefying loss  

      that silenced his surviving bandmate, Evans, for a while. 
 

Such impact does Scott’s playing have 
he amazes, perfect timing, 

fixed in moment, still so young, 
so virile, full of promise, 

listen and connect 
again from the top 
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WHITE HORSE BLACK MOUNTAIN BOOB BLUES 
 

Soulful woman strides her spot of stage,  
wailing how he’ll beat her, but she loves him just the same 

blues chords, block chords punctuate tradition of  
her hit-me—love-me dame. 

 
Amid the audience lies function room marked  

“Gentlemen” that’s on the left; “Ladies,” of course, are right. 
Delicious Asheville craft-brewed ale on tap compels adventure journey  

toward powder room assigned alleviation of this damsel’s plight. 
 

Down the narrow T-shaped passage stands, obstructs,  
an undecided hombre, seemingly confused. 

With haste I pass; in accident of urgency, I bump him bosom first,  
then as he shies away I point him toward his doorway  

saying “I’m so sorry, please excuse me, you go that-a-way.” 
 

Feeling it—no doubt of that—he apologizes genuinely.  
Upon my throne, I contemplate his unassuming courtesy,  

note he clearly contradicted rancor of  
an antiquated tune.  

True encounter, yes, I touched the single fellow bearing 
gentleman’s comportment in this roots of blues saloon. 
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UNDER TONES 

Those little slights melt away 
when jazz men make it sound easy. 

Even funny valentines, funny strange as 

addictive behaviors figure less than 
Greek of mouth running over, 

all over their break. 
She longed for overhearing bass lore: 

players talking shop, of horsehair color 
gut string or wound? merits of amusing 

voicings, pickups, turnarounds. 
But no, horn honker opened mouth to speak 

something confrontational 
scuttlebutt with hostile, sexist blunt, 

“Excuse me. You’re a big one, Steamroller.” 
That’s what he said, oh my he’s high! 

She knows it could be worse 
but not that he could care, change a hair. 

Next set their bassist wails out root 
fine heart-stopper of an under tone 

open wide in space 
where every amateur with handheld 

liquid courage, tale or need, plies trade 
in goods that neither chicks nor fellas 

closely hold much expectation to succeed. 

And yet, those little slights sound easier 
real jazz men make them melt away. 
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COMING TO TRUMPET BLOWS 

I heard  

(someone like) 

blue satchmo  

rattling lyric paper 

under a blanket  

where my dream  

esteem is 

I heard that love ya 

4/2 time (both grinning)  

coming to trumpet blows 

what melody lurks? 

wrapped in  

orchestrated 

moderated  

concatenated 

arms of sweet  

romance 

who knows? 
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